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S P A C E  M I S S I O N

INTRODUCTION
!e Space Mission is a classic playset for Our Last Best Hope, the Mission 
that inspired the whole design process. In it, you and your crew will blast 
o" from the Earth in order to stop a spacebound Crisis from wiping out 
Humanity, sometimes confronting the problem millions of miles away. 
Space, the hungry monster, is always at the edge of your vision; it lies just 
on the other side of your ship’s fragile walls, ready to rip your plans to 
shreds.

Yet with !reats ranging from onboard technical problems to alien 
attack squads, the Space Mission is not just a hard sci-# Mission. You can 
#ght aliens, $y through black holes, and take the story wherever your 
crew thinks your ship should go. It’s a $exible story, and it can play out 
in interesting ways through the Crisis your crew picks and the !reats 
you choose.

Suggested viewing: Sunshine, Armageddon, Deep Impact, 2001: A Space 
Odyssey, Battlestar Galactica, District 9, and Apollo 13
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SARDINES IN A CRUSHED TIN CAN
To brave the cold vacuum of space, your team has wrapped itself in a ship 
that can get them to the Crisis. Yet, living and working in such small 
spaces can be di%cult for even the most stable of personalities; often 
basic communication with the rest of Humanity is impaired, as the vast 
distances the team has traveled makes sending messages di%cult. !e 
closed system means that problems (such as alien stowaways) tend to 
stick around, and your crew has few places to get away from the !reats 
beating down your door. !e ship is the only thing keeping you alive, but 
it may also be driving you crazy.

THE PROBLEM OF ETERNAL DARKNESS
Humans think we can envision eternity. After all, we have seen the ocean 
or the desert stretch out in front of us as far as the eye can see. What could 
be more eternal than that? Yet, when you stand at the edge of your ship 
and look out into the darkness, you quickly realize that you, and your crew, 
are specks, tiny mites of dust hurtling toward the Crisis faster than you 
have ever moved before, impotent in your inability to control the cosmos. 
Space Missions envelop you with the constant reminder that the universe 
does not revolve around our stories. In fact, on the other side of the ship’s 
hull is nothingness, ready to consume you.

S P A C E  M I S S I O N  T H E M E S
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: A giant meteor is headed for the Earth.

: A massive alien derelict is on course to collide with Earth.

: Deep space exploration has alerted hostile aliens to Humanity’s existence.

: !e Earth is going to pass through a giant gas cloud that will kill all life.

: !e moon has destabilized and threatens to crash into the Earth.

: Humanity has discovered a sleeping Elder God on a nearby planet.

: !e sun is dying, plunging Earth into a solar winter.

: A micro-black hole in on a course to intercept Earth.

: !e moon is hatching and something terrible is about to emerge.

: An orbital weapons platform is about to #re nukes at Earth.

: A gigantic solar $are threatens to wipe away Earth’s atmosphere.

: Earth’s magnetic poles are shifting, threatening to pull the planet apart.

S P A C E  M I S S I O N  C R I S I S
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: Time is running out; only one team can reach the Crisis in time.

: Team is at a nearby location and are the only ones close enough to make 
a di"erence.

: An experimental ship is the only vehicle that can complete the mission.

: !e scienti#c expertise on the team is unique.

: Interactions with the Crisis have wiped out most of Humanity.

: !e team has unique previous experiences with the Crisis.

: !e team has access to a unique experimental device.

: !e materials needed to stop the Crisis are limited and are now exhausted.

: !e team members have been experimentally enhanced to survive the trip.

: Communication is cut o"; only the team knows of the Crisis.

: !e team is immune to an e"ect of the Crisis that would otherwise in-
capacitate them.

: Political in#ghting has left Earth unable to respond; the team had to 
plan the mission alone.
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: Oxygen supplies are running low.

: Current trajectory is $awed; new course will be much more 
dangerous.

: Distress beacon from nearby ship, which is carrying vital supplies, 
requires attention.

: New information about the Crisis has come to light that invalidates 
the Plan.

: !e ship is falling apart from the stress of the journey.

: Something is loose on the ship, and it may hurt the crew.

or

or

or

or

or

or
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Automated orbital defenses
Intense radiation
Saboteur stowaways
Failing life support systems
Alien soldiers
Malfunctioning MIMIC
Solar $ares
Holes in the ship’s hull
Fire on the ship
Alien spaceships
Coolant insulating MIMIC fails
Alien mind control rays
Flesh-eating space virus
Clouds of space debris
Meteor showers

T H R E A T S

Small weapons cache
Sentient robots
Advanced armor
Nuclear weapons
Scienti#c surveys of Crisis 
Antimatter generators
Gravity wave device
Experimental Nanobots
Advanced medical bay
Exoskeleton space suits
Electromagnetic pulse device
Advanced engineering tools
Conventional explosives
Cloaking device
3-D printers

A S S E T S

!anks to all of our Kickstarter backers for their support and 
ideas in producing this Mission.
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S N O W  M I S S I O N

INTRODUCTION
!e Snow Mission is a $exible, open-ended playset for Our Last Best Hope 
that challenges your team to journey through crushing cold and ice to 
save Humanity. Whether you load your gear onto a futuristic snow crawler 
or explore the snowy wastes on foot, your team will navigate a dangerous, 
bleak landscape that threatens to swallow your crew at any moment.

While most Snow Crises focus on the snow and ice as the problem—
using climatory catastrophes to explain why the Earth is locked in an 
extreme winter—your team might instead face completely non-environ-
mental Crises in an icy environment. An alien invasion that starts in the 
Arctic Circle or a weapons platform that crashed in the Antarctic will still 
require your team to brave the intense cold to save Humanity without 
battling freak blizzards. 

Suggested viewing: !e Day After Tomorrow, !e !ing, !e Grey, Fargo, 
Cli"hanger, Encounters at the End of the World, Alive, 30 Days of Night, Dead 
Snow
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THE EMPTY WHITEOUT
Space may be empty, but snow is bleak. Everywhere your team looks, they 
will #nd emptiness and solitude, as the snow and ice that cover the landscape 
dampen and suppress all life. Below the surface of ice, of course, the oceans 
may teem with life, but any of your team that cross through without the 
proper gear will freeze to death in minutes. !e Snow Mission is an unfor-
giving setting, a place where heroic team members #nd themselves struggling 
to keep the faith in the face of despair-inducing conditions.

THE WINTER WONDERLAND
Snow Missions that venture outside of the usual Arctic and Antarctic 
settings will be able to draw upon a new set of images: our world covered 
in ice and snow. Subways frozen in place, restaurants buried in snow 
drifts, and lakes turned into solid ice sheets give the team opportunities 
to explore our world through new eyes. Finding wood for a #re or drink-
able water may be a challenge, but locked doors are often opened by freak 
snowstorms.

S N O W  M I S S I O N  T H E M E S
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: Glaciers are growing wildly, threatening to cover the whole Earth.

: Scientists trying to reverse the e"ects of climate change have plunged 
the Earth into a new ice age.

: A deadly plague has escaped from a military research facility in the far 
Antarctic, spreading quickly toward the rest of the world.

: A dimensional rift has brought a race of evil Frost Giants—and crippling 
winter storms—to Earth.

: A weapons platform has fallen to Earth in the Arctic. It must be disarmed 
before it triggers a doomsday device.

: Earth’s magnetosphere is collapsing after a strange, magnetic meteor crashed 
in the Antarctic, leaving Earth exposed to deadly solar radiation.

: A wobble in the Earth’s orbit has distorted the Atlantic thermal exchange 
system and plunged Earth into a new ice age.

: Volcanoes in Yellowstone explode, blocking all light from the sun.

: !e sun is dying. !e Earth is locked into a solar winter.

: A crystal of “ice-nine,” an experimental version of water that freezes at room 
temperature and crystalizes nearby molecules, has been released by terrorists.

: An enormous alien craft has landed in the Arctic, and the aliens have 
set up machines to melt the icecaps and $ood the planet.

: A supernatural ritual has shrouded the Earth in permanent darkness, 
blocking out the sun and calling forth intense winter storms.

S N O W  M I S S I O N  C R I S I S
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: Time is running out; only one team can reach the Crisis in time.

: Team is at a nearby location and are the only ones close enough to make 
a di"erence.

: An experimental ship is the only vehicle that can complete the mission.

: !e scienti#c expertise on the team is unique.

: Interactions with the Crisis have wiped out most of Humanity.

: !e team has unique previous experiences with the Crisis.

: !e team has access to a unique experimental device.

: !e materials needed to stop the Crisis are limited and are now 
exhausted.

: !e team members have been experimentally enhanced to survive the 
intense temperatures.

: Communication is cut o"; only the team knows of the Crisis.

: !e team is immune to an e"ect of the Crisis that would otherwise in-
capacitate them.

: Political in#ghting has left Earth unable to respond; the team had to 
plan the mission alone.
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: Current route to the Crisis is $awed; new course will be much 
more dangerous.

: Distress beacon from nearby site, which has stockpiles of crucial 
supplies, requires attention.

: New information about the Crisis has come to light that invalidates 
the Plan.

: Vehicles the team has been using are breaking down; the team 
will have to proceed on foot through the snow.

: Something is hunting the team, following them through the icy 
landscape.

: Communications with GPS satellites have ceased, leaving the team 
without clear directions during a blizzard.

or

or

or

or

or

or
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Cannibalistic survivors
Wild animals (bears, wolves, etc.)
Ice chasms blocking progress
Killer whales
Hostile military forces
Icebergs
Ice crawler habitation failure
Avalanche
Extremist environmental terrorists
Floods of freezing water
Blocked roads and trails
Sudden onset blizzards
Ice drill failure
Collapsing ice pack
Ice geysers

T H R E A T S

Advanced ice drill
High-temperature explosives
Plasma weapons
Environmentally secure crawler
Deep-dive remote submersible
Low-temperature, biothermal 
snow suits
Snowmobiles
Heat sensors
Maps of the Crisis area
Ultra-wideband personal radios
Nuclear charges
Nanobot survey and drilling drones
Mining tools
Harsh environment tents
GPS tracking devices

A S S E T S

!anks to the following backers for their support and ideas in 
producing this Mission:

Bob Smith
Patrick Neal

Kairam
Jason Faught
Edgar Gillock

Kairam Ahmed 

Hamdan
John Rogers
MeowGod

Robert Rees
Katherine S

Nicholas McDonald

Dave D
Dana Hoggatt

Jon Reed
Brian Kelsay

Eric Hehl
Matthew Nielsen
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Z O M B I E  A P O C A L Y P S E  M I S S I O N

INTRODUCTION
!e Zombie Apocalypse Mission for Our Last Best Hope explores the world 
post-Crisis, albeit an apocalypse that did not quite #nish the job. In the 
Mission, your team is struggling to protect the last vestiges of Humanity 
after a zombie apocalypse has swept across the planet, destroying most 
of civilization. Your team will travel through dangerous urban environ-
ments, #lled with deadly undead, to stop a new Crisis, something that 
threatens to wipe out the small clusters of Humanity that survived the 
zombie hordes.

It’s up to your group, however, to de#ne what survival looks like in 
the age of zombies. Are the survivors walled up in makeshift shacks? Or 
has the zombie menace been pushed back to the edges of cities? Feel free 
to create the kind of Zombie Apocalypse you want, complete with the 
shambling mobs, fast-moving zoombies, and giant zombie wolves that 
your team wants to see. 

Suggested viewing: Night of the Living Dead, Day of the Dead, !e 
Walking Dead, 28 Days Later, Dead Snow, Planet Terror, Zombieland, Shaun 
of the Dead
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THE BEST WE'VE GOT
Unlike some of the other Missions, the Zombie Apocalypse Mission is 
rarely #lled with Earth’s best and brightest minds. Since so much of 
Humanity has already been killed by the crushing hordes of zombies, the 
team that enacts the Plan may be #lled with kids, ex-military, and anyone 
who has enough scienti#c expertise to get the job done, making this 
Mission an ideal setting for unconventional characters. Want to play the 
tough kid who did well in Chemistry class? Or the ex-Marine who got 
booted out for insubordination? !is is the perfect Mission for those 
kinds of characters to shine.

IT 'S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT KILL
It can be di%cult to come up with !reats while playing a Zombie Apocalypse 
Mission. After all, you’re surrounded by zombies! It’s the only !reat that 
matters! To counter that kind of tunnel vision, focus on the little things—like 
jammed guns or cars that are out of gas—that put your team into direct 
contact with the zombies. On their own, zombies are not very threatening; 
combined with a dangerous situation, they become the deadliest of enemies. 
You’ve got scrounged-up, broken-down equipment and a scrappy team of 
heroes. Little things are constantly going to go wrong. 

Z O M B I E  A P O C A L Y P S E  M I S S I O N 
T H E M E S
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: !e virus has mutated, spreading to Earth’s plant life or going airborne.

: Nuclear facilities near the survivors are unstable and are threatening 
to melt down.

: A plague has decimated the survivors’ food supply. A new source of nu-
trients must be found before Humanity starves.

: !e zombies have begun to coordinate their attacks on survivor enclaves, 
possibly directed by a zombie hive mind.

: An unattended automated defense system has become active and is going 
to use nuclear weapons to repel the zombie hordes.

: A secondary infection (e.g., tuberculosis or measles) is sweeping through 
the survivor population.

: !e zombies, once shambling dead, have begun to use tools and weapons 
to attack survivors.

: Equipment that sustains the survivors (e.g., water puri#cation machinery) 
has broken and needs spare parts found hundreds of miles away.

: !e cause of the zombie apocalypse has intensi#ed, causing spontaneous 
outbreaks among the survivors.

: A crazed military commander has decided to activate a doomsday device 
to rid the world of zombies.

: An Elder God is awakening, brought to Earth by the zombie horde.

: !e zombies are mutating, becoming di%cult to kill and overrunning 
survivors’ defenses.

Z O M B I E  A P O C A L Y P S E  M I S S I O N 
C R I S I S
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: Time is running out; only one team can reach the Crisis in time.

: Team is at a nearby location and are the only ones close enough to make 
a di"erence.

: Team was segregated from the rest of Humanity (e.g., in space or jail) 
and has recently rejoined the survivors.

: !e scienti#c expertise on the team is unique.

: !e team are the only human survivors left on Earth.

: !e team has unique previous experiences with the Crisis.

: !e team has access to needed, functioning equipment.

: !e materials needed to stop the Crisis are limited and are now exhausted.

: !e team members have been experimentally enhanced to survive the trip.

: Communication is cut o"; only the team knows of the Crisis.

: !e team is immune to an e"ect of the Crisis that would otherwise in-
capacitate them.

: Political in#ghting has left the survivors unable to respond; the team 
had to plan the mission alone.

Z O M B I E  A P O C A L Y P S E  M I S S I O N 
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: Other survivors have rejected your help, telling the team to stay 
away from the Crisis.

: Current path to the Crisis is blocked by decaying infrastructure; 
new course will expose the team to more zombies.

: Distress beacon from nearby survivor enclave, which may have 
vital supplies, requires attention.

: New information about the Crisis has come to light that invalidates 
the Plan.

: Vehicles the team has been using are breaking down; the team 
will have to proceed on foot through the zombies.

: All contact with other survivors has ceased, leaving the team 
without vital information and support.

or

or

or

or

or

or
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Shambling zombie hordes
Collapsing bridges
Cannibalistic survivors
Rabid wolves
Radiation leaks
Fallen power lines
Automated security systems
Giant zombie
Flat tires
Violent bandits
Urban avalanches
Stampede of wild animals
Running out of gas
Zoombies (fast zombies)
Small child screaming (and at-
tracting zombies)

T H R E A T S

Silenced ri$es
Mobile Centers for Disease 
Control Lab
Anti-zombie body armor
Radiation suits
Wood axe
Map of zombie genome
Shortwave radio
Scuba gear
Homemade explosives
Armored personnel carrier
Access cards to sensitive facilities
Flamethrower
Anti-zombie ammunition
Chainsaws
Portable generator
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